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This Issue’s Cover Picture
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reaching a depth of 70 m. In this and the following issues Jim Hanwell   tells
the definitive story so far. Should conditions allow, the site is worth trying
again.  Photo NHASA Archives  (Donald Thomson?)
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John “Tomo” Thomas
Tomo did much of his early caving in Derbyshire
but in recent years he has been a regular visitor to
Mendip. He is a keen cave photographer with a
useful supply of flash bulbs. Always ready to lend a
hand at working weekends, Tomo agreed to join the
committee at the last A.G.M. in charge of hut
procedures.

The New Boiler Appeal
The club  will need about £1000 to replace the Andrews boiler, which heats the
water for the showers etc. The £41 surplus from the New Year Supper and Skittles
has been added to the fund, which now stands at about £150. Donations are needed
now and a commemorative T-shirt is being designed. Also a limited edition of Atty’s
G.B. drawing (owned by Phil Hendy) can be bought, as well as prints of his other
pictures now in the club collection. Ask a committee member for details.
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Club News
Notes from the Committee Meeting 2nd December 2001

Hut Progress Further work has been carried out fitting the new central heating boiler. The
expansion tank is now installed. Due to problems with the drive, gas deliveries were not made and
Upper Pitts ran out of fuel for a few days in November. We apologise to members and guests
(including Bicton College) who were inconvenienced.  Hopefully the matter has been resolved and
it won’t happen again.                        Hut Working Weekend  This was fixed for March 2nd and 3rd.
Boiler Appeal. The new oil fired boiler that we have just bought will run the central heating more
efficiently but a replacement is also overdue for the Andrews gas boiler that works the showers and
hot water. The club will need to find an extra £1000 for this. This would only work out at £5 per
member and donations are invited for this project. The committee are also looking at ways to raise
some of the money. A special T- shirt is being designed and for the geriatrics who would not be
seen dead in such a garment we hope to offer a quality limited edition of some of Atty’s pictures.
Tackle. Aubrey Newport had pointed out that the terminals to the clubs drill had been changed and
would not fit other batteries, including M.R.O’s.  It was agreed to change them back. Also it was
noted that the drill should be stored charged. The committee also agreed that a few 10 metre
ladders should be made.
Swildons Access The club has found out that cavers have been seen by the landowners crossing
fields from Upper Pitts and the Belfry possibly to avoid paying entry fees. It goes without saying
that we can only cave through the good will of the farmers and it is vital that we do not upset them.
Please make sure you pay your dues. If you do walk across, please send one of the party round
with the money. Ultimately we could lose access to Swildons and Eastwater if the privilege is
abused . If you don’t believe it, think of Nine Barrows and Lamb Lair!

We welcome the following New Members
Gavin Newman.                                   The Cider Mill, Campbells Farm Drive, Bristol  BS11  0117  9235368
                                                                                                                                    gavin@actionphoto.co.uk
Alan Allsop                                         9 Main Street, Middleton, Matlock, Derby DE4 4LQ      01629 823065
Ray Deasey                                     48 Tarakam Street, Bundaberg, Australia. 4670 QLD.     0741515446

Having spent four days with a team of twenty cavers carrying twenty five cylinders, a compressor
and a huge pile of caving and diving kit ten kilometres through the forest I thought to myself that
the top car park at Stoney Cove maybe wasn’t so bad after all.
 What made it so worthwhile was the fact that the location was southern Russia in the Causcus
mountains on the border with Georgia and the walk ended at the lip of a limestone gorge, at the
head of which was a cave to dive.
 At the head of the gorge a rope and pulley system was set up and the kit all lowered to the dry
riverbed and then carried a further kilometre up to the cave entrance. Here at the cave entrance
areas were cleared under the protection of the overhanging gorge walls for the tents and slowly a
base camp for the next week was formed.
 The cave, Podzemnaya Hosta, had been previously explored to a sump, which had been dived by
members of the Moscow State University Speleology group to a shaft head at 40 meters of depth
200 meters in to the sump. Our aim was to carry on the exploration beyond this point.
 The dive team consisted of Alexei Rechetniak, Julia Volynskaya, Andrew Bizyukin and myself.
The plan for the first dive was to check the condition of the original line to the current limit of
exploration and get acquainted with the cave. The dry caving here was quite simple and involved
three carries per diver along 500 meters of low stooping passage to reach a vertical drop of 4

Causcus 2001
Phil Short joins a team from
Moscow State University and
breaks new ground deep in
Podzemnaya Hosta.
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meters, down which the kit needed to be lowered, and then a walk up 100 meters of the
underground river to reach the sump.

 It took about four to get all three divers and their kit into the cave and kitted up but conditions
looked excellent.
 The plan was for me to dive first solo and Alex and Julia to follow as a pair for a training dive.
 Dropping into the water I followed the guide line into the sump which was a clean white limestone
and about four meters in diameter, visibility was good at around 8 to 10 meters. The previous
divers had used a very thin black line, which was quite hard to see so I had to stay quite close to it.
The passage was level at about 6 to 9 meters of depth for the first 100 meters of penetration and
then started to slope gently down following a gravel floor. This made several sweeping turns before
dropping down a vertical step to a small ledge and then dropping again to the middle of a large
shaft up to 5 meters in diameter where the line ended at 40 meters of depth tied off to a rock flake.
At this point I still had loads of gas left. Cave divers use the rule of thirds for gas management,
breathing one third of their gas on the way in one third on the way out and one third is left in
reserve. I was nowhere near my first third so tied off my reel to the end of the line and set off into
unexplored cave. The passage dropped down to 50 meters of depth on a black gravel floor and
turned to the right then continued to slope deeper, but now at a gentle angle. The ceiling of the
passage was a light orange colour and covered with nodules and flakes of rock. These were the
only available belays, which was not ideal as it put the line on the ceiling but I kept it tight to the
right wall leaving clear passage for the return swim. At a depth of 66 meters several things
happened, firstly being on air I had reached the safe limit of my gas, second there was an ideal
belay on the wall to tie off to and finally the passage changed ahead to over 8 meters wide but only
1 meter high over the gravel floor. Here I tied off my line and retrieved the reel then turned the dive.
During the return swim to my deco gas at 9 meters I met Alex who had dived alone as Julia had
experienced equipment problems pre dive and elected not to dive. Alex had followed the line to 50
meters of depth at the base of the shaft then turned. Our now joint exit swim and deco passed
without event.
 Back at base camp after much hot tea I told the Russian divers what had happened and by
measuring the remaining line on my reel determined that I had laid 60 meters of new line. All I
wanted to do now was get back in and see where the cave went next.
 The next dive was to be on Trimix and by talking to the Russian divers and studying the cave
survey prior to the trip we had elected to take Trimix with 16% Oxygen and 40% Helium and deco
gases of Nitrox 50 and Nitrox 80. Due to the remote location of the cave on this trip we would only
be able to make one Trimix dive. The next day was spent preparing for the dive by carrying all the
gear into the cave, cutting backup tables on the laptop. The deco for the dive was planned on the
VR3 mixed gas computer, which would follow the exact profile of the dive based on the gases I
was carrying and Pro Planner was used for the back up tables.
 The dive plan was again for me to dive solo and continue on from the previous point and then
when I had exited Alex and Julia would make a training dive.

Left, a support caver carrying the compressor up the gorge and right, the base camp.
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 The water level had risen by about 5 meters due to melting snow, which made the entry a lot
easier as the previous walk up the stream was now a 100 meter swim. For this dive I had twin 12
litre back mount cylinders of Trimix, two 10 litres of Nitrox 80 and a 10 litre of Nitrox 50 side
mounted. I dropped the first 80 % at the 6-meter deco point and the second at the 9-meter deco
point. I had two bottles of 80% in case of a failure. From here I continued on to the end of my line
carrying the Nitrox 50, as it would also be used for suit inflation. The low section seen on the
previous dive was far less intimidating on Trimix and after tying off my line I soon passed the 10-
meter long low section to larger passage beyond. The cave was now a light orange arched ceiling
over a black gravel floor. The passage continued to slope down and as before the only belays were
on the ceiling so I again followed the right hand wall. Due to the increased water flow the visibility
was down to around five meters, which was plenty to take in the grandeur and beauty of the place.
At a depth of 86 meters I again reached the safe limit of my gas and found a suitable tie off point
and secured the line, retrieving the reel. I was still well within my first third and took a couple of
minutes to have a good look around, at this point the cave sloped down deeper still at a greater
angle with no sign of the illusive elbow of the sump. Time to go, again the exit swim with gas
switches at 22 and 9 meters again went without event and I spent most of the 90 minutes of deco
trying to work out when I would be able to come back with the team and continue the exploration.
 After the dive the Russian cavers were outstanding in helping me out of the water and the cave.
And after the well needed brew the dive was questioned inside and out by these unbelievably
dedicated speleologists.

 The area has huge potential and it was a real privilege to be able to dive here. The whole trip was
organised by the Russian diving magazine Octopus, and I must extend my thanks to them and the
support team from the Moscow state university. I came home with not only 120 meters of new cave
but also more importantly the memories of a beautiful place and a dedicated, friendly and generous
people. As with all the cave trips I’ve been involved with the whole team was critical to what was
achieved not just the divers.

Pridhamsleigh Cavern - The Lake
Neil Wooldridge

 Training Cave Dive, Sunday 16th September 2001
 Novice Cave Divers - NBW & Gary Asson     Support - Andy & Dean (DSS / CDG)

At long last the day arrived and we arrived at Pridhamsleigh Cavern with the intention of diving The
Lake from Prid.1 into Prid.2 After pausing for a chat with the Farmer, who was interested to learn of
our activities, Gary and I prepared ourselves for the first of several anticipated gear carries to the
dive site.   Just as we were about to go underground, we heard voices from just inside the entrance
consequently two other divers emerged. Andy & Dean. My immediate thought was “there goes the
visibility” and not remembering too much about the route, we started to chat. A brief comparison of

Left, Phil and Julia at base camp and right, the stream-way 100 meters from the sump.
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diving equipment demonstrated that we had clearly brought too much with us. A valuable lesson
learnt and we hadn’t even got inside the cave!
Successful Cave Diving is based upon acquired skills, experience and the adherence to
fundamental rules. We had attempted to comfort our inexperience, with the supposed reassurance
of extra technology. Technology that would, hopefully, be totally unnecessary if we stick to basic
Cave Diving rules and procedures.
Our full kit already had redundant air and buoyancy systems, and so we gladly left the pony
bottles, 50/50 mix and oxygen set in the truck, for use in dire emergency only! However, with twin
side-mounted cylinders, a tackle bag of kit, separate dry suit and a harness / wing / weights / back-
plate arrangement each, we were still looking at an estimated three kit carries. We were stunned,
amazed and extremely grateful when Dean & Andy offered to not only show us to The Lake, but
also assist us with the carrying of kit! Such generosity is a rarity. Arriving at The Lake (at the
extreme north west of the cave), we changed, kitted up and stepped into pea soup murk of the
near pool. The air in my twin 7 litre cylinders shrank to 280 bar in the cold water; I calculated thirds;
wrote on my slate and advised Gary that I would be tuning my dive on the conservative limit of 200
bar.
After underwater reg. and safety checks we surface swam with the line from the entrance pool,
under The Groynes, to the shot line leading down to the depths. The bottom being -36 metres
below us.
The Lake is essentially a water filled 'bottle' shaped shaft, which we descended single file using a
permanently rigged vertical shot line. Apart from the limited space at the initial descent at the 'neck
of the bottle', single file was the only way each diver could maintain permanent contact with the line
at all times.
Mike Thomas advised that this was a good training dive, but to avoid loosing the line at all costs.
Advice we well heeded. To loose contact with the line under these conditions would be a very
serious affair. My visibility was never more than 12 inches at best. Normal procedure where the
line is lost, and cannot be immediately located, is to deploy a search reel. This enables the diver to
secure present position by means of a line attached to a fixed reference point. By either a weight
(on the bottom); a float (jammed against a roof) or by attaching the line to another fixed point. Its
something we've practised in zero visibility, but something I never want to have to do for real.
However in The Pridhamsleigh Lake, with only 15 metres of line on a typical search reel, it is
possibly that you wouldn't be able to reach any fixed point with the search reel, if you were in mid-
water. To move from any position where you're already lost, with no definite means of returning to
the same point should an initial search for the line prove fruitless, invariably means getting more
lost.
Essentially senseless to the world with minimal sound/vision/touch and zero assistance from the
senses of balance, taste and smell, a lost diver may well be lost in outer space. Things begin to
look very grim and lonely indeed .At -24 metres, we reached the first rigged line branching off from
the main shot line. This line leads to a horizontally swim through several metres of passage to the
hugeness and clarity of water, in Prid 2. Gary got the furthest and reported visibility in Prid. 2 at
approximately 10 - 15m.
Although we dived together and never left the same lines, Gary and I were essentially diving solo.
The first time we actually saw each other was back at the shot line at -24 metres, just before
commencing the ascent. . I could barely make out the huge white lettering on my gloves, as I held
the line extremely carefully. Despite the immense power of our multiple headlamps, hand signals
were difficult unless we were close up face to face, dazzling each other! Even the HID lamp failed
to penetrate the silted water.
We both called the dive at about the same time and began a very slow ascent of the shot line
(keeping the computer happy) and doing safety stops at 10 metres & 5 metres. Upon previous
dives, I have found the release valve on my dry-suit yet to be worn in. Consequently it hasn't
always automatically vented air upon ascents, requiring manual purges. I carried 2.2 kg (6 lb.) of
lead on my harness plus ankle weights, but the addition of the stainless steel back-plate made me
nicely over-weighted. Thus I was more stable in the water on the assent, forcing the automatic air
dumping to work more effectively. The overweighing also meant I had to stack loads of air in my
suit on the descent, which provided additional insulation from the cold. On the ascent several large
overhangs and 'diver traps' became apparent and we broke the surface 24 minutes after descent.
Not a long dive and the time seemed to fly by. We will be both returning and wonder how different
the dive will be with better visibility, than from our blind assumptions within the murk.
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Back at the shore, Andy & Dean were waiting for us and kindly assisted us out with the kit. We
can't thank them enough and subsequently exchanged details and plans of future dives together.
Disaster of the day was that Gary had lost the keys to his truck. We managed to get assistance
and a spare set of keys, but this unfortunately didn't disable the alarm. Gary was relayed to
Birmingham and got home at 3 am. but not before we reacquainted ourselves with the farmer and
advised him of our adventure. Caver / farmer relations being very good. Apparently, there is some
doubt as to the true depth of The Lake, but as water levels vary there is probably no definitive
answer.  Below the -24 metre mark where a line leads to Pridhamsleigh 2, there are other lines
branching off. These will undoubtedly have to be explored at a later date. We both learnt a lot from
this dive and made two new friends. An ascent into Prid.2 will be one of our more pressing little
projects, amongst others.

Early Memories of NHASA  at Twin Titties Swallet
Jim Hanwell

My last mid-summer Journal, Vol.26 (275) June 2001, arrived with a little note from our esteemed
editor. In it he reminded me that an article on this cave, now sadly closed by the farmer nearly ten
years ago, is long over due. I agree. Moreover, his plea during the current foot and mouth crisis
curtailing caving not only pricks my conscience but also arouses great sympathy. You see, one
hundred and sixty issues earlier, I was in exactly the same predicament; for, soon after I became
the Club’s Journal Editor in 1967, an outbreak of the disease occurred to stop caving throughout
the ensuing winter, until the warmer weather returned the following year.
The Twin Titties dig was undertaken in two phases; the initial two-year blitz after removing the first
sod in 1968 was followed by a long gap until the final seven year siege, begun late in 1985. When
the cave was closed in 1992, we were still going great guns at the bottom of what had been the
deepest dig ever on Mendip. The whole saga may be best offered, therefore, as a double-barrelled
report divided into the respective periods concerned. Furthermore, as I was always advised not to
fire both barrels at once Maurice, you are invited to publish each part in successive issues of the
Journal. Lest this suggestion arouse accusations of my turning the lengthy TT’s story into a “soap”,
readers might reflect that no Mendip dig has lasted so long with such regular attention - even by
NHASA. Nor have they been left just when things were going so well at the bottom!
The following account about the early days will set the scene, and review the times. In my next
offerings, therefore, readers are promised the more serious stuff about the cave itself to bring
things up-to-date. The main prompt to my failing memory of those heady years have been Wessex
Journals. Volume 10 and the early ones of Vol. 11 which cover my first shot, and I will be using
NHASA’s very own “Log Books”, Volume 1 (1970-1991) and Volume 2 for the next round. The
latter was started over Christmas 1991.
In covering my early memories of the dig here, I offer the following sub-title as an apt summary of
NHASA’s “purple patch”.

Fun and games following the first Foot-and-Mouth outbreak
Read my very first Journal, in Volume 10 (125), Feb 1968, which begins with the depressing
remark: “Caving has been at a low ebb over the last two months to minimise the risk of spreading
the Foot and Mouth infection to Mendip”.
But you can take heart Maurice, for when things get back to normal we might well have another
bonanza of Mendip caving during the months ahead. If history repeats itself, as for me in Volume
10 for example, you might hope for the likes of the following within the coming year. How about
another great storm and flood, as on 10th July 1968?  Perhaps too, someone will up-date surveys
of old caves like Read’s Cavern and Cuckoo Cleeves. There could even be some new, if small
discoveries such as the aptly named Foot and Crutch Swallet, first entered in June 1968 (and since
known as Ubley Warren Swallet). Or we could ponder the results of research comparable to the
Mendip Karst Hydrology Research Project’s third phase covering the Burrington caves in April
1968. Thus MKHP, self-styled as the “Karst Police”, completed it’s revelations on Mendip’s main
ground water catchments. At the same time, add something like the significant sump pushes by
members of the Independent Cave Diving Group, culminating in Dave Savage’s underwater ascent
to the 18th Chamber in Wookey during May 1968, and you get the picture that a lot of new things
were happening.
Then crown all this by Christmas with the topping out of a new club headquarters on Mendip; our
own Upper Pitts, no less. Dr. Donald Thomson, now the Club’s President, was the Honorary
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Secretary of the Wessex, and today’s readers are asked to note that I have, properly, taken the
“pee” out of him.
By now, you may well be wondering where and when this article will begin to focus upon the
subject of its title, but please bear with me. Like limestone, the memory itself has developed a
variety of voids, and searching for them brings Fred Davies and his now famed adage to mind:
“Caves be where you find ‘em”. And all worthwhile cave digs repay careful hunting, of course. This
needless to say, also requires much talk over beer, and many digressions to set the scene. So it is
that distant memories of specific digs prompt reminders of why this or that happened at the time. In
sifting through the spoil heap of records to substantiate even the order of such events, I will now
outline how one hole led to another.
Unlike many diggers, I have never kept a personal diary, and so have been forced to search the
evidence from many articles to write this account. A task which has been very reminiscent of
countless hours spent emptying buckets whose payloads merely provided clues of what was
happening at the sharp end. The mind duly wonders and wanders until you get a spell at the
working face. Only then does second hand fancy focus into first-hand fact.
Let’s return, then, to Volume 10 of the Wessex Journals for the evidence required. In doing so, it is
also worth remembering that the Swildons to Wookey drainage had only been confirmed by the
Karst Police following the Central Mendip water tracing during January 1967 (see WCC Occ Pub
Series Two, Number One by Tim Atkinson, Dave Drew and Colin High, published in October
1967). The pundits were thus prompted to take up their pens in the months that followed. Others
took to diving using new equipment and fresh approaches to tackle sumps. They were soon
rewarded for their daring.
Much excitement followed Dave Savage’s diving report on Wookey, published in the Christmas
issue of Volume 10 (120), Dec 1968. Not the least because the same journal included a substantial
review of “Work in Swildons Hole, 1934 to 1953” by William Stanton and Howard Kenney, and
accounts by Graham Balcombe and myself of his legendary assault on Sump One during 1934, the
year that the Wessex Cave Club was founded.
Readers and subsequent record diggers might, therefore, be excused for overlooking, or even
dismissing, two other reports in this bumper Christmas edition. Page 198, reprints a letter by a
certain Colonel Kenneth Merrylees sent to Charles Wyndham Harris on 27th August 1967 (not
“Clifford” as Alan Thomas claims in his personal snippets of village history called “The Story of
Priddy,” self-published  in 1989).
Now, “Digger” Harris, one of the Club's founding fathers, still retained a great fascination for finding
the famed Swildon's streamway downstream, to say nothing of the submerged River Axe, then
rising in Wookey's Third Chamber from the already known Fourth one upstream. Indeed, few know
that it was actually “Digger” who initiated attempts to pass Sump One in 1932, as well as being the
first hard hat diver to bottom-walk into the new Sixth Chamber of Wookey in 1935.  In later life, this
enthusiasm was redirected into a serious study of water divining. He even became an ardent
believer in dowsing over maps!
The colonel's own speculative map depicting a major cave system from Eastwater to Wookey Hole
will be found on page 203 of the journal concerned. Briefly, it shows the known swallet caves
around North Hill feeding a “master cave” under Lower Pitts Farm. This mythical system then
trended south-west (beneath the White Pit depression, since dug successfully by Tony Jarratt),
reaching Pelting Drove before curving back under Ebbor to Wookey Hole. Curiously and
perversely, then, it crossed the direct line probably taken by the already proven Swildon's-Wookey
drainage!
Fearing ridicule, as an avowed sceptic on the mysterious art of dowsing, especially using maps, I
had been “hanging on” to the undoubtedly sincere colonel's findings, very kindly given to me by
“Digger” himself a year earlier via my old friend Michael Thompson (the one with the “pee”,
please). As fellow founders of the all-comers' digging group dubbed as the North Hill Association
for Spelaeological Advancement (NHASA), Mike T. and I had been privy to “Digger's” latest
researches before its publication in the Christmas journal. Seasonal good-will, and the opportunity
to spice festive gossip on Mendip thus overcame earlier caution about putting the colonel's findings
into print. In those days, Maurice, there was plenty in the pipeline to publish!
By some fluke, more to do with printing practicalities than editorial expertise, page 204 of the same
journal (facing the map of the divined master cave) included 'Mendip Notes”. This regular and
newsworthy contribution to Wessex journals was compiled by “Schizomycetes” at the time; a local
columnist with both ears to the ground. Under the sub-title “North Hill et al”, this sage spilled the
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beans about NHASA's newly found digging site “christened Twin Titty Swallet by Mike Thompson”
(p.205).

“Schizomycetes” notes also graphically described how these adjacent closed depressions were
named, so absolving me of any further explanation of Mike T's undoubted “way with words” here,
save to say that he and I preferred the plural form “Twin Titties”, of course. Sometime later, too,
NHASA adopted the shortened terms “Twin Tees”, which then contracted to “Twin T's” until the
obvious acronym “TT's” eventually took over in written accounts. Mercifully, some might say, such
shorthand forms also rolled easier off the tongue, to say nothing of being less contentious in polite
and more pompous company! Whilst on this subject, I recall for the record how an earnest young
undergraduate geographer on an Oxford University field studies party I escorted around Mendip
seriously enquired, whilst all were standing by the depressions concerned, where the rest of the
golf course used to be. I was thus obliged to tell the true story. With the faintest flicker of a smile, or
could it have been a slight sneer, she duly took notes and drew a fine field sketch!
This was also the time when we were told to prepare ourselves for the country's official
changeovers of; firstly, money to decimal currency on 15 February 1971, and then weights and
measures to the metric system in 1975, supposedly. Ahead of the times, as ever, NHASA argued
that the latter gave the caving world an opportunity to adopt a brand new method for defining
constricted squeezes underground. This basic unit, according to Fred Davies and myself; should
be known as the “Bristol”; a term clearly inspired by the TT's and North Hill digs. Our joint
presentation of this proposal got no further than NHASA's Christmas Dinner, however!
Although the “Schizomycetes” report gave the gist of our unusual reasons for digging one of the
TT's depressions during the summer of 1968, it did not, however, detail how Mike T. and I homed-
in upon this particular site in the first place. The answer to this is revealed on the Merrylees map,
then in limited circulation among “Digger's” friends in the Wessex and BEC. Once the foot-and-
mouth restrictions eased, and the Mendip countryside re-opened, we sallied forth from North Hill
duly armed with the colonel's map, some forked twigs and bent rods. Wandering the fields west of
the drove linking Lower Pitts and Higher Pitts farms was also a welcome summer diversion from
the increasing underground demands of digging North Hill Swallet.

As well as being far enough from the Hunters for evening digs, the dowsed TT's site and surrounds
gave the faithful much to ponder upon. Barely suppressed excitement greeted every twitch. So it
was that “twiggotech” (another Mike T'ism) seemed to support the fever of scientific speculation
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that raged in defining the divide between the ground water drainage to the risings at Cheddar and
Wookey Hole. And, what about the tantalising Rodney Stoke catchment, which has to drain a fair
part of the broad Mendip plateau to the south west of Priddy? Being the original 'bloke from
Rodney Stoke”, I had long harboured wishful thoughts that TT's secretly held the solution to a
brand new caving area beneath the Cross Swallet and Brimble Pit basins.

Pondering these weighty matters in the Hunters, led us to conjure up some bizarre schemes. How
could we trace the tiny trickle of water that now percolated down TT's to its likely rising? Perhaps
we should seek permission to drain the old shallow pond that had been puddled in the saddle
between the two dry depressions at this former swallet? We might even tap into the mains supply
that fed the modern water trough nearby to augment the flows that would be required? The
distances involved to the prospective risings, however, suggested that even a fleet of bowsers
would fail to provide adequate amounts of water to be sure of success.

To the best of my knowledge, then, no tracing has been undertaken from the essentially dry TT's
Swallet. Perhaps today's improved tracing techniques might resolve the puzzle of exactly what
happens under this part of the Central Mendip plateau (see Willie Stanton's maps accompanying
his account of “Mendip Water” in the last edition of “The Complete Caves” which he published with
Nick Barrington in 1976). Moreover, quite how, and why, only some of the water from the Hillgrove-
Rock Swallets group of sinks discretely crosses the Wookey Hole catchment, somewhere beneath
TT's, remains a mystery. Come back Colonel Merrylees, maybe all can be forgiven!

With the omens on our side, we went to work, choosing to dig the shallower of the two
depressions. This was not in anticipation of gaining ground for future depth records, but to follow
the face of the only rock outcrop; to say nothing of a solitary and legendary lucky hawthorn bush
nearby. Throughout the summer of 1968, we toiled to deepen and shore a 25ft shaft, removing the
loose infill of mixed mud and rock. As to the finds and equally mixed fortunes encountered into the
following year, readers are referred to the anonymous “Chairman's” report published at the end of
Volume 10 (126), Dec 1969 - my last Christmas offering as retiring Editor.
The Club, and Mendip caving in general, could reflect upon 1969 also having its moments. Of the
many finds on record, the following show that persistent digging reaped just rewards. Some
reckless quarrying fortuitously helped. Notable successes were: the discovery of Shatter Cave;
Willie Stanton's breakthrough in Reservoir Hole; John Cornwell's digging to work his magic on
Rhino Rift; the re-opening of the Boulder Ruckle collapse that had closed Eastwater for over a
year, and Tony Dingle's starting-up of the Thrupe Lane siege. And, not to be outdone,
archaeological diggers made some significant and controversial finds whilst excavating the fissure,
providentially exposed by blasting in Westbury Quarry during the summer. This site has since
earned a place in the Guinness Book of Records for its prolific yield of Ice Age mammal bones.
Mendip's claim to be in the forefront of cave diving and digging at the time was underwritten by the
Reverend Cecil Cullingford's cunning persuasion of Dave Drew and myself respectively to compile
the chapters on these subjects for the old Cave Research Group's “Manual of Caving Techniques”,
published in 1969. Cecil himself was, of course, a longstanding Wessex member, and a Vice
President of the Club. My particular contribution drew heavily on earlier experiences in getting
concrete pipes to shore the entrance shafts of the Priddy Green and North Hill Swallet digs. Later
on, I had also helped to install the ill-fated timber shoring at TT's, of course, and witnessed its
irretrievable collapse: events which are hopefully unconnected.
Not put off by such a salutary set-back in fortunes, especially when lured by gaping rifts and
bedding planes ahead, we enlisted Luke Devenish to blast an alternative entrance shaft through
solid rock; a challenge he could not resist. Luke provided the vital bang, drilling gear and
professional know-how, to say nothing of his colourful flair when in action. Meanwhile, Mike T. and
I enlisted the essential supporting cast of Mendip diggers. When together “on location” we created
scenes reminiscent of a biblical epic from Hollywood! Luke himself responded accordingly as our
Director.
Although our United States cousins in NASA had temporarily up-staged us with the first Moon
landing earlier that summer, it seemed to those involved in Luke's swansong on Mendip that
NHASA's conquest of subterranean space had likewise pushed the bounds of spelaeological
advancement to new limits! Mendip diggers were aptly dubbed 'terranauts” (Mike T, again), and we
were simply too busy to write up the results at the time. Thus, rumours ran rife. The Central Mendip
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plateau seemed on the verge of having its first Yorkshire style pothole put on the map (with
apologies to those of us who had dug and re-opened Cow Hole earlier). And nearby, somewhere
deep below, lurked the Swildons to Wookey streamway.

                     

As the word spread, there were prudes who tried to rename TT's as “Gargill Pot” (see page 388 in
Journal No.125, Volume 10). They argued that it might be a better synonym for the deep cave to
come, with the added bonus of drawing our feats to the attention of cavers from the North since the
name had a Pennine ring to it. If so, what far-fetched and patronising nonsense this was! One can
only imagine that those who advocated the new name were more likely early pioneers of political
correctness. Yet, they also claimed that their proposal had historic precedence; a more serious
charge to refute.

The name “Gargill” was thought to have been derived from Golgotha (allegedly the original name
given to the TT's field upon enclosure). Also an alternative for Cow Hole, Golgotha, of course, was
the old Hebrew name for the so-called “place of skulls” where Christ and others were crucified. It
was argued, somewhat anecdotally I recall, that all this arose because the historic “Coffin Path”
from Priddy to Westbury-sub-Mendip passed through the field in which TT's lay. Indeed, we latterly
followed this route whilst to and fro' Priddy Green on digging nights; a journey which inspired much
debate on the subject, among others. Little subsequent research was undertaken, on the other
hand; so, with the benefit of hindsight, I now offer the following to “lay the ghost”, maybe.
The track was so called because coffins had been carried between the churches at Priddy and
Westbury over the years. Both village churches are linked and dedicated to the hapless martyr St.
Lawrence, who is thought to have been roasted like a pig around 258 AD. On many of our journeys
to the dig, I used to reflect upon the conflicting reasons usually advanced for such an unusual
traffic passing TT's and Ramspit en route to Westbury. Alan Thomas (see his book.), for example,
reckons that Priddy must have lacked a carpenter; oh dear! Others have argued that the parish
was denuded of suitable timber in the greater quest for fuel to smelt lead ores, and some
authorities say that the village chapel did not always “enjoy” burial rights. The latter seems more
plausible, I feel, but quite how “Golgotha” became “Gargill” remains a mystery to me, save that the
contraction “Golgo”  spoken in the local lingo sounds similar. This term appears on old maps of
rakes at Priddy Mineries recently unearthed by Tony Jarratt. We settled for “Gargill” as a suitable
term for the larger basin surrounding TT’s.
Rather strangely, however, no one seems to have thought of the difficulties Priddy's grave diggers
faced when confronted by bedrock near the surface! Cavers will be more sympathetic to this
possibility, of course. Alternative hypotheses, and practical ways of testing them, may be submitted
to the Editor, I suggest.
But, let's go back to the reality of the heady Autumn of 1969. Not to be out-done by NHASA's
activity “down the road”, to say nothing of the new Wessex HQ at Upper Pitts, the BEC lived up to
its motto of “Everything to Excess”, when the old wooden Belfry Hut burnt down on 15th Sept 1969!

Left, Mike Thompson at the TT’s shaft with it’s
light railway. Below, the truck. Both Photos  from
NHASA (Donald Thomson?) 1968/ 69
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At the time, it seemed that the new building sprung from the still warm ashes, like Phoenix
heralding renewed youth for caving on Mendip. And, when the Wessex celebrated the centenary of
Herbert Balch's birth (4th November 1869) soon afterwards by publishing Willie Stanton's
biography on our mentor entitled 'Pioneer under the Mendips” (WCC Occ. Pub. Series One
Number One, October 1969), it truly seemed that the old had given way to the new.
When wending our way to the TT's dig, much as those coffin bearers of yore, I used to reflect upon
many of the above imponderables. And, in less mindless mode, whilst solitarily winding the surface
winch, I would try to reconstruct a three-dimensional picture of the complex geology below the
block of countryside bounded by TT's, North Hill, the Hunters (of course), Ebbor and my home
down at Wookey Hole. An opportunity for airing this in print eventually arose early in 1970 with the
CDG's triumphant discovery of the Twentieth Chamber in Wookey Hole Caves on 3rd. January.
Malcolm Newson, my successor as Editor of Volume 11 and co-author of several texts on
Geography, was over the moon about all this, of course. The new order was on its way.
In Journal No.128 (April 1970) Tim Reynolds treated everyone to the first account of the CDG's
epic push in Wookey. His report was followed by my own speculations entitled “Diver Meets
Digger?” which included the block diagram of the Wookey-Priddy area . (Reproduced here on page
129) This illustration shows “Twin T's”, and reveals the setting for the dream that had driven us to
dig there, for a couple of years in the first place.
Meanwhile, back at NHASA's old stomping ground down North Hill Swallet, Alan Mills had been
quietly pushing the narrow rift that had blocked our progress beyond the Rumble and Plonk pitch.
Fred Davies and his intrepid diggers, too, had taken on the audacious task of 'upping” Cowsh Aven
from Swildons Four to the old Priddy Green Sink above. Eventual success at both endeavours,
among others, over the following years thus explains the interregnum between our two phases of
digging TT's.

All these intervening exploits are accounted
for in NHASA’s precious “Log Book 2 Volume
1(1970-1991) which Mike Thomson started to
write-up on Saturday 12th September 1970.
They are also covered in many other already
published articles (our Windsor Hill dig being
the only omission to date), until we returned to
TT’s in June 1985. This fifteen-year gap also
provides me with a natural break, and so the
next phase of the TT’s saga can await other
issues of the journal.
Perhaps, Maurice, others may now volunteer
to shore up any unsound holes I have
inevitably left on this dig through my early
memories.

                    To Be Continued.

Extracts from the Upper Pitts Logbook
Edited by Brian Prewer

22 to 24.6.01 Picos ’82 2001 Reunion
A meeting of old friends & partners, to remember old times & dearly departed friends. It was a long time ago,
but people came from all over the world to be here. The furthest came from New Zealand. People still

Left, the drilling  rig in action on the
shaft in 1969.
Photo, Donald Thomson
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remember & people still care. Caving wise, we did Eastwater & Goatchurch on Saturday. Some new caving,
some old caving but everybody enjoyed it. The evening meal at Cox’s Mill in Cheddar was OK with video
presentations. This was also a chance for some people to bury the ghost of the past & for some to move on,
but everyone seems keen to do it again sometime. I think we will.
23rd     Eastwater                                                          NBW, Herbie Plant,Steve Waite,Danny,Isaac &Chris
         Goatchurch                              NBW, Herbie Plant, Ian Philips, Ian Andrews ,Chris, Sam Andrews
                                                          D anny,Isaac,Dick & Hilary Lawrence & their 3 children Nick Bennet
                                                                                                                   Mark Bennet, Sarah, Steve Hatch
24th.  G.B.                      Steve Sprat, Herbie Plant, Abby Plant, Sarah Isaac, Chris, NBW, Danny & Ted
We did Goatchurch yesterday & GB today. Enjoyed GB – loved the open spaces & geological features –
very different to yesterday. Might come back.
23.6.01 Rhino Rift                                                  Debs, Dom, Nik-Nak, Biff & George
Left-hand & right-hand routes – avoided chilling out in midday sun.
24.6.01 Longwood                                               Kev, MZ, Simon, Rich, Biff & George
Downstream to a colony of rare greater shoe-horse bats that stopped further wet grovelling – fortunately. At
exit, lock found to be defective & key bent. Eventually Simon stuck it in, wriggled it about a bit & eventually it
came!!
23.6.01 Eastwater                                                                    Em, Kev, Nik-Nak & Tav
Trip to Dark Cars & Sunglasses. After badgering Tav for several months the trip happened! All the best of
Eastwater condensed into one evening’s trip. Excellent – thanks Tav.
26.6.01 Eastwater                                                                                     Sarah & NBW
OK, so I came back. Eastwater was dry going in & wet coming out. Got half way down Dolphin Chimney but
turned back. Good trip but tested my limits so far.
26.6.01 Lionel’s Hole                                                          Myra, Geoff, Jon, Mark & Amy
An enjoyable if not longish trip. It’s been a while so couldn’t remember the ‘Round Trip’ although we knew we
were almost out, we had to turn round & return via squeezes, rifts & water. To be revisited soon.
29.6.01 GB Cavern                                                                   Myra, Geoff, Jon & Mark
Evening trip down to Ladder Dig & out for a quick beer in the Hunter’s. The cave was bone dry, luckily the
pub wasn’t.
30.6.01 GB Cavern                 Geoff Ballard, Neville & Gillian Acland, Lorraine Haley
Excellent trip led by Geoff. Many thanks to the WCC for assistance with the organisation
30.6.01 Five Caves of Burrington                              Phil H, Prew, Maurice H,Jon, Chef, Tommo & Kathy
It would seem that some younger (&older) members of the Club have never visited some of the more exciting
& demanding caves in Burrington Combe. This has now all changed. Foxes’ Hole, East Twin, Trat’s Crack,
Fester Hole (Tween Twins) & Avelines were all explored by the ‘Magnificent Seven’. Maurice went to the
bitter end of all five caves = Tiger. SOFA reminiscence trip for some – got lost in ‘Memory Lane Series’.The
ice creams were a great dessert. (7x5=35 person-trips)

26.6.01 St Cuthbert’s                                                            Vern & Butch
Quick trip to Coral Chamber, Horror Chamber (moved a lot), Far Chamber, Long Chamber, Traverse
Chamber, High Chamber, Sentry Chamber, Water Chute & out .

1.7.01 GB Cavern                                              Phil H & Paul Weston
Sunday morning trundle. Slight route finding problems in the Oxbow. To the end, & up the Waterfall. 50 mins
in, 25 mins out. We thought the cave was dry & warm until we got out – like walking into a sauna. Thanks to
Judy Hewins & Prew for lifts there & back. (The young tigers’ Longwood trip failed to happen. The moral high
ground is ours.) Rehydration trip to the Hunter’s followed.
28.6.01 to 1.7.01 Haute Savoire (France)                                Mark, Bean, Taz, Butch & Nik-Nak

Prew, Maurice, Kathy, Chef,
Jonathan and Tommo in the old
“Secret Army” Hideout, Foxes
Hole.                    Photo Phil Hendy.
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A fantastic time was had by all. Two classic through trips – Trois Betas to La Diau & La Merveileux to La
Vertige. The latter involving a rather interesting exit. (You’ll have to read the write-up in the Journal for more
info.) Everything went to plan! (My plan that is!) Mark H.
4.7.01 Bath Swallet                                               Pete Hann & Aubrey
Our third Wednesday digging session – back at our old dig until St. Luke’s reopens. Usual type of dig,
cement/stone walling & nice clean water washed area. Unfortunately it turned to glop within hours!!
7.7.01 Rhino Rift                                            Dom, Debs, & Nik-Nak
The right-hand route; couple of spits are stripped but route still very ‘doable’ if rigged carefully. Proper job.
7 & 8.7.01 Working Weekend                                                  Too Many to Name
I (Ian T) would like to thank everyone for his or her sterling efforts on the past & latest working weekends.
You all know who you are so no need to name names. The BBQ & curry night were wonderful & there were
more cakes than you could shake a stick at. A great effort by all – many thanks.
8.7.01 Rhino Rift                                Players – Geoff, Uppy, RussLaurie (Fag Boy)
                                                                                              = Driver/Sherpa/Photographer/Coach/Spectator).
The left-hand route, which became line spaghetti junction on the return. Three separate groups rigged over
each other, including a deviation in off the right-hand wall?! Laurie forgot his chest jammer, so remained at
the top of the first pitch as ‘coach cum photographer’
8.7.01 Singing River Mine                                                             Geoff, Jon E
Quick trip down to the Lake & back, made more sporting as we chose to climb down & back up from the
Vantage Point!!
12.7.01 Longwood Swallet                                                 Geoff, Jon E & Mark
It’s been raining – time for a sporting trip. To make it a little more interesting we decided to go down via
August Hole & back up!! Just in time to knock Russ up for a quick pint.
13.7.01 Waterwheel                    Mr P Hendy, Mr R Deasy, & the Weston Bros
Nice little trip…. [indecipherable section] Mr Deasy, from Down Under showed us the way; fit b*gg*r. The
water was warm (ish) & we had a good crack. Nice little cave – very steep, black stal, nice ladder pitch. Well
worth a visit.
14.7.01 GB Cavern                                                                        Andy Morse & NBW
Bat Passage & dig at end – good mud. Great Chamber then out Squeezes? What squeezes? Slim Boy Slim.
Tip-top diamond trip. 2½ hours.

14.7.01 GB Cavern Maurice H, Fred Felstead, Phil H, Tomo, Kathy, Mark T, Jon,
Angie Caspani (Maurice’s Aussie barmaid) Tom (PCG), Paul
Weston,

Two parties happened to meet at the entrance. A good tourist trip around the Oxbows, up the Waterfall.
Some of us (Phil, Tom, Angie) to the ‘Car Park’. Many photos taken, Maurice survived his first GB in 2 years.
Very little water, lots of mud on the climb up to the cars.

Note from Log Ed: - The writing in the Log Book is getting worse. If you want your log
entries put into the Journal I have to be able to read them. I know who the guilty ones are!

18.7.01 Silica Mines, S Wales                                                                  NBW, G Asson, M Farr
Cave dive in flooded levels 1 & 2
19.7.01 Bath Swallet                                                                      Aubrey & Pete Hann
Glop & gravel out, cement in. Progress good.
19.7.01 Shatter Cave                                               Mr P Hendy, Mr R Deasy, Weston Bros, Vern
It’s like being inside on inside-out Christmas cake (convoluted). Some nice crawls (testing for SAGA
members). Very warm. Didn’t know I could still sweat that much. Proof of life. Mr Deasy’s excellent Australian
rum helped, for a while!
21.7.01 Longwood Swallet                                                                               NBW & A Morse
August Swing Pitch, Dammed sump/Reynold’s Passage alternatively & out via Longwood.

Left, Angie above the
waterfall.
Right, Tommo looks at
the flowstone.
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21.7.01 Fairy Quarry, Balch & Fairy Cave                                                         Phil Hendy & P Weston
Photographic trip with lots of sweat, grunts and ‘where do we go’?
Also Conning Tower looked at. Imminent closure of Hunter’s caused panic & rapid exits, otherwise we would
have found way through to Hillier’s. Honest, no really…….
23.7.01 GB Cavern                                                   Terry Waller & Derek Sanderson
To Bat Passage plus photos in Gorge. Got shattered getting changed as first trip since Feb. The PSM it
‘ain’t’, but it will have to do for now!
24.7.01 Bath Swallet                                                                              Aubrey & Pete H
Lots of mud. Built more walls – more needed. Hope it doesn’t rain soon.

24.7.01 Stock House Shaft                         JRat, Prew, Phil H, John Miell & B Sneddon (NHASA)
Radiolocation with JRat as surface controller, with his minions in the bowels of the earth, technology
supplied by Prew, Phil & NHASA. Five fixes – 2 OK, 2 iffy, 1 spot-on. All roughly where JRat expected them
to be. 50-60 ft depth is too shallow to get a good fix, in spite of severely reduced aerial loop size. A pleasant
post-prandial stroll in the woods in the gloaming, lots of wild raspberries and midges. Thanks Tony for the
Jungle Formula
28.7.01 Waterwheel Swallet                                                Phil H, Christine G, Nik Nak, Jo W
A pleasant & very damp trip to the end, some photography by Christine. Pulled the bung on the dams but
water had leaked through anyway. Good 1½hr, then rehydration therapy at the Hunter’s.
29.7.01 GB Cavern                                                      Jack & Mak
We came, we bimbled, we returned to hut committed to more exercise.
30.7.01 Withyhill Cave                                   Phil H, Chris Binding Paul ? & Martin Grass
Phil H’s, warden’s familiarisation, trip with Martin Grass. Time spent trying to clean stal in Broken Curtain
Chamber. Garden spray & brush effective on mud, less so on vegetation, very heavy on water. To the end(s)
including Green Lake Chamber – a very tight fit. Overalls a write-off, knees nearly so. An excellent 2½-hour
trip.
1.8.01 Upper Pitts                                      Black Wal (Dragonmaster) & Phil H (apprentice)
Used a tame dragon to burn off weeds in car park (non-selective weed-killer). Keith Fielder mowed the lawn,
Keith & Phil then prepared the cricket pitch. Lords it ain’t, but “good enough for round here”.
3.8.01 GB Cavern                                         Weston Bros, D G Weston & Ray Deasy,
A little tour around. Some say (lies) that we might have been late out. (More lies)
We were in the Hunter’s, of course! (Note added in Log – via Upper Pitts where they did not wipe the
board!!)
Further note – Phil & Christine drove to GB on a fruitless trip looking for a well overdue Weston party.
Eventually found them in the Grotte Roget, where they paid a beer fine for being irresponsible.
Later P & C to Shatter Cave – took more photos a good slow trip to Pillar Chamber & an even slower trip out
when P managed to pull the cable out of his NiFe cell in the Ring Road. According to the cave log Gonzo
(Mark Lumley) has lost a torch in the cave – Sod’s Law dictated we could not find it. Ho-hum – but we were
back at Upper Pitts ½hr before ETO & officially wiped the trip from the board. (See above)
8.8.01 Lodmore Hole                                          Phil & Prew
Phil & Prew took Army Land Agents, John Loch & Nigel Sharpe, to inspect the dig with a view to them using
it for army adventure training! First visit since February due to F&M. Good but not impenetrable undergrowth,
generator fired up first go with new battery. (They don’t make ‘em like that any more) Winch pulleys all
seized, otherwise all unchanged. Very heavy drip due to recent torrential rain in first section, relatively dry
below. Working face still stable. Army will arrange, hopefully, for fencing & other safety procedures, we will
remove our gear & block access to the dig face as soon as F&M access controls are removed. Caver access
will be maintained. Rescued anorexic frogs from bottom. Army happy & cooperative.
8.8.01 Grebe Swallet                                P Weston, Phil H, Ray Deasy & Martin Grass
First visit for 12 months. No livestock in shaft, one very dead rabbit in pool. Marvelled at evidence of C18
lead working & C20 cave conservation techniques. Amazed by unrelenting downwardness of the cave, &
right rift at bottom! Hanging deaths in roof not so much hanging as levitating – thank God for local low-gravity
anomalies! 1¾hr – seemed longer.
11.8.01 Club Trip to Cheddar         M & J Hewins, P Weston, Prew, Phil H, Mak & Jo, Tommo, Kathy & Jon
Gough’s Old Cave – Very interesting, concrete stal, large number of bats big moths. Maurice tried out
multiple flash techniques using Prew’s flash bulb kit as a prelude to the PSM, Verna. Suppose Gough’s
chambers could be similar in size to La Verna – with a lot of imagination!!
Gently perspired on way up to Great Oone’s Hole. No Oones in residence. Most, but not all, to bottom.
Long Hole - to end of main passage. Cooper’s Hole – grovelled in the entrance passages, but decided not
to get too muddy as we didn’t want to get the cars dirty for drive back. Lots of film (and digital chips)
exposed. Well at least it wasn’t Burrington. . Finished roll of stereo pictures in Long Hole & Great Oone’s.

14.8.01 Fairy Cave Quarry                                                                               B&B Prew, Phil H
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Fettled lock on Withyhill, followed by quick tourist trip into W/L Cave (Whitaker/Lavis, if you’re wondering).
Phil entered Conning Tower to find the way on – encounter with cave spiders!
15.8.01 NHASA Walk P Hendy, Prews, Eric D, P Weston, Albert, Jon Reilly, Rose & the kids, John Hill
Harridge Wood/Ashwick Grove to inspect stone lined pits at east end of wood, also Ashwick Lower Rising.
Pleasant stroll in the gloaming, we think the rising is worth a dig.
18.8.01? St Cuthbert’s                                                            Geoff, Laurie, Uppy & Paul
Down to Sump 1 via Mud Hall, Pillar Chamber,Quarry Corner, Everest Passage & Rabbit Warren then back
via Railway Tunnel & Upper Traverse Chamber.
19.8.01? Waterwheel                                                                                Geoff, Mark, Jonathan & Jon
An impressive hour plus to find the damned entrance, during which we discovered several rabbit holes & one
alarmed badger. Finally descended, Mark hysterically in short oversuit & bare ankles. Water to knock your
socks off (for those of us wearing them). Empty of water right at the bottom. Straight down & up in 40
minutes. Fast & furious, cold as ice. Bag carried out, heroically, by shortest, oldest member of the party.
18.8.01 Sandford Levvy                                                  Fred Felstead, Phil H, Tom Miles
Difficulty finding the entrance, but found other interesting mineshafts. In Levvy, climbed part way up shaft on
left at Crossroads & to the end of the right passage. Looked at Gulf, bottomed pitch (there are bolt holes in
the wall) but found the bottom choked. To the end, lots of nice micro-gours & young curtains & straws.  Lots
of small flies, spiders & moths near the entrance. A good little trundle. Camera did not appreciate total
immersion!
19.8.01 East Twin, Lionels & Avelines                                  Fred Felstead, Tom Miles
Caves followed by ice cream & beer. Enjoyable afternoon. However, methinks Fat Freddie not really suited
to Lionel’s. We did persevere though!
19.8.01 Mangle Hole                                                      Nathan, Stop, Ross & Cookie
Decided to do it all on ladders, but were about to knock it on the head when we couldn’t find a belay to
protect the final part of the pitch; especially when Nathan mentioned the quality of the beer to be had at the
Crown. At that point Ross spotted a fine belay & our dreams of a pleasant pint faded. On down to the Main
Chamber & a quick furgle around before returning. Learnt that the ‘Canal Street’ sign in Manchester now
reads ‘anal treet’ – which I find amusing!
21.8.01 Fairy Cave Quarry                                                                      Phil H & Dan Hendy
Removed worst of razor wire from roadside. W/L Cave to Great Rift Chamber & Pink Pool Grotto. Shatter
Cave to Pillar Chamber, in via Z Squeeze & out via Ring Road. Balch Cave To Pool Passage, then upper
passage & crawls to Erratic Passage. Good afternoons caving with photographs & Mars Bars.
22.8.01 Lodmore               Prew, P & D Hendy, Mrs Prew, Albert, Jon Reilly, Eric Dunford, Dave Turner
NHASA Returns! Home on the Range again! Took farewell photo’s of dig face,dismantled scaffolding shoring
and started hauling it up the shaft. Started blocking the way to the dig, site clearance commenced.
22.8.01 Eastwhere                                                                      Jon Edwards, Jon Williams, Cathy & Geoff
Quick jolly before pub – entrance as stable as always!! Shame Upper Traverse has been filled in ?
25. 8. 01 Great Oones Hole                                                                                                  Phil & Dan Hendy
To the bottom. Good, long term, dig site here. Then to Long Hole – full of big, lesser horseshoe moths. I
mean full. The caving was easy; it’s the climb up & back down that’s the killer. Lots of cave spiders about.
Glimpse of one-eyed Oone at bottom of G.O.H. but it immediately hid.
Log Special
17/11/ 01  Shower Pot, Bath Swallet                                              NBW ,Cookie, Carmen and Andy Morse
Managed to get to the bottom with two ladders and some bits of string. (Three ladders a good idea)
Carmen Haskel has submitted these photo’s taken in the new extension  found by Pete and Aubrey .

Left, Mak climbing in Gough’s Old Cave.                Right, Gough’s Old Cave ,  Photo Phil Hendy.
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PRIMROSE  POT,  EASTWATER
Rob Heron

October 2000  - A  party of 6 from the Wessex Cave Club and me guesting for CPC, repulsed on a
ladder trip, only two of the party making the initial squeeze to the top of the Pot. Torrential rain
makes the exit exhilarating.
Nine months later, or so, I am back at Upper Pitts with the WCC, and, inevitably, thoughts turn to
Primrose.  Kevin Hilton invites Dom Sealy along  -  Dom has done it twice on SRT and laughs at
the mere idea of laddering  it.  But then, you ask yourself, what did the pioneers do?
Anyway, party of three, a bag each, down the wriggly entrance, slightly dripping now as compared
with last year’s deluge.  Slanting downwards traverse of the bedding plane, and down the shallow
twisting rift to the tiny chamber above the squeeze slanting into the Pot proper.  Having been in
Eastwater more than any other Mendip cave I think I’m used to its tactile hugginess.  But the way it
grabs the bag and you and impedes progress and never offers a decent place to stand up …
Dom rigs a pulley, throws a rope down the throat of the squeeze, takes off his helmet and slithers
feet first for the sphincter, dragging a bag.  A few minutes of fiddling and thrashing and he’s rigged
the first pitch and moved on  -  we don’t see him again till the bottom.  His advice is to put your
harness on beyond the squeeze, so, dragging a bag after me, down I go.
Keeping my helmet on (it had been OK doing it that way on the failed attempt) I try to let gravity do
most of the work.  The trouble is that the passage through the narrowest part of the hole kinks
slightly, and it’s difficult to get it right first time going feet first. Consequently I have to resort to a
vigorous downward shove with my hands above me  -  I think the young people of today call the
effect a “wedgie” and I’m still slightly numb on the side I dress to at the time of writing.
Be that as it may I am through the hole, lying on my back on a forty-five degree angle above a
deep rift  - time to get the harness on.  Dom thrashed about for several minutes doing this  -  I take
twice as long.  It’s not that I’m frightened  of falling down the rift  -  you’d have to throw yourself off,
because you’re as cosy as a clam in a shell.  But ask a clam to put a harness on lying on its back!
Once girded I can shimmy down to the lip of the rift and get clipped in, and I’m off, calling to Kev to
follow.  Nothing much to report of the first pitch, maybe thirty feet  -  it had seemed much more on
the ladder  the year before, and that marked the end of our efforts.  Across a wee chamber and on
to the second pitch, fifty feet or so mostly freehanging but for a typical Mendip squeeze through a
narrow slot with sharp-bladed edges to tickle the unwary.  Kev is whooping down the first pitch,
Dom is calling incoherently from what must be the bottom.
Across another wee chamber. Last pitch.  And, wonder of wonders, I’m as if back in a Yorkshire
pot, a fine freehanging ninety footer rifle-barrelling down to  Dom’s light at last in sight on the
bottom.     And soon I’m down there beside Dom who fatalistically observes that “This is it”.  No
pretties.  No streamway to see or get to.  A rather sad narrowish muddy slot that just stops going

Below, Neil and Cookie at
the bottom. Centre, in the
Rift and Right, The short
ladder at the bottom.
Shower Pot, Bath Swallet
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anywhere.  Kev arrives to share the elation in what we believe was once the deepest explored
point on Mendip.
Nothing much of note to say about the exit.  Kev kindly volunteered to derig and we all, to a man,
cursed fluently and long in getting back up through the slanty slippy squeeze  -  then did the party
rejoice at the leaving of the rope in place and at the prowess of Dom (physique of a pipe cleaner)
who got through first to pull with might and main to help Kev and  I through.  It’s easier with helmet
off on the way up.  Then the crawl up through the contents of a cluttered stone handbag with your
due measure of tackle, aching to be able to stand up again, until you are and you’re out.  Thanks
lads.  And what of those pioneers in 1950?  Bloody good show,  Chaps.

More Club News and Notices
Library New Acquisitions (As at 01 January 2002)

BEC ‘Belfry Bulletin’ 51, 512 (Nov 2001?)
BCRA Caves and Caving No. 91 (Autumn/Winter 2001) (Jack Sheppard obit., Jay’s Cave, Heyphone)
Chelsea Speleological Society Newsletter 43, 11 (Nov 2001), 12 (Dec 2001)
Grosvenor Caving Club  Newsletter 116 (Dec 2001)
Mendip Nature Research Committee.  Newsletter 87 (Dec 2001 – Jan 2002)
N.S.S. News 59, 10 (Oct 2001) (50 years of caving in Colorado)
Oxford Univ. Caving Club.  First Light, cave of the Witch’s Eye (CD-ROM)
Speleological Union of Ireland ‘Underground’  No. 52  Winter 2001
West Brecon Cave Rescue Team ‘The Way Out’ 1, 9 (Summer 2001)
Geo (Australasia’s Geographical Magazine. 10, 1 (3-5/1988)  (Bats and central Queensland caves) (Donated
R. Deasy)
Experiences hors du Temps (l’aveture des Speleonautes) (Siffre M.)  (Donated R. Scammell)
English Byways (Beard P.)  (Donated P. Hendy)
Taken from Library: Descent No. 162. Please return, or a replacement will be welcome.

Obituary: Submitted by Phil Hendy
Charles Barker.  Barker was the B of G.B. Cave fame, and his death was announced recently in
the U.B.S.S. Proceedings.  It was Francis Goddard who first noticed the depression that was to
lead into the cave, and the dig was started at a U.B.S.S. Easter camp in 1939. It was not a very
popular dig, and Goddard and Barker did most of the work, so the cave was named in their honour
following the breakthrough which took place on November 19th. The cave soon became famous for
the size of the main passage, and the variety of formations, including helictites.
Barker was a chemist, and became interested in making and using explosives, some of which
helped in further discoveries in the cave. He became a Professor of Chemistry, and often spent
holidays on Mendip.
Singing River Mine  now has a new owner. She is Mrs M Rignall, Northwood Mill, Folly Lane,
Shipham, BS25 1TE. Access remains unchanged but please make a courtesy call before going
down. (ensure that make sure her dogs do not escape. PLEASE SHUT THE GATE).
Caver Dies at Burrington. Mid Somerset Newspapers of Dec 27, 2001 reported  “Man dies in pot
holing tragedy. A 56 year old man was retrieved by cliff rescuers (paramedics and 13 volunteers
from Avon and Somerset Cliff Rescue) after he collapsed and died (at Goatchurch entrance) at
7p.m. last Thursday. Two experienced cavers (B.E.C. members) tried to resuscitate
Webmaster saves Journal !  A somewhat concerned Log Editor phoned me with the news that a
virus  had been sent from my computer to him (and also others, including the Secretary). Thus this
issue was put on hold for a week until the Webmaster (praises be unto him) called and sorted
things out. Many thanks Jonathan (this would never happen with PostmanPat!)

Changes of Address
James Cobbett,     Apdo  6-2904 El Dorado   Panama   Republic of Panama        cobbett@compuserve.com
Jo Diamond and Mark Kellaway   2 Old Station Close   Wrington  BS40 5LY Somerset        01934 863432
Kathy Glenton                  8 Barrington Court, Shepton Mallet, Somerset, BA4 5GH                 01749 346299
Claire Jenkins       1 Wormstall Cots, Greensward Lane, Arborfield,  RG2 9JP            clithenat@hotmail.com
Mike Cooper                                                                   40 Lillebonne Close, Wellington Somerset TA21 9EX
James Kenny                                                       15 Stanhope Road, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 6AQ
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Another New Year at the Wessex

New year was enlivened by the arrival of some children and their teacher from a local kindergarten
on a keystage 1 electricity lesson. Thanks are due to Mrs Butcher of the Shepton, who helped
recover our circuit breakers.
On a more serious note we have received complaints about the noise late at night. Please
remember that there are cattle and horses in nearby fields and try not to upset the neighbours.
Some of them own the caves!

Stop Press
Mark Helmore has sent in another photo from the new extension in
Bath Swallet. It shows Bean (Mark Easterling) on the ladder. Is this
Mendip’s latest classic trip?

                                          Herault Meeting

A large crowd attended the meeting on Saturday January 19th at the
Hunters, where Pete Hann showed slides of the area to be visited
this Summer. So it seems that the club will be running two French
trips this year, although at the time of writing, no booking has been
confirmed for the Berger. Watch this space. (Or the Website.)

Above left, Barry and Marion Wilkinson and Dave Morrison take wine and mince pies in
Goatchurch on Alison Moody’s “Golden Oldies” trip.   Centre, Christine Grosart bowling at the New
Inn, while (Right) the Captains discuss tactics (and whose round it is). All on 30th December.
Below left, What can I say ?    Centre, some of the 22 members enjoying the splendid four course
meal on 29th December, prepared by Master Chef Andy Ladell (right). Little Chef, Mark Tuck is
hidden by steam.
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Wanted
A volunteer to start making
the index for this volume

Also photo’s  for publication
especially  those illustrating
trips featured in “ from the
Upper Pitts Log”
I’m always looking for a
good “Cover Picture”.

Apply within.

On December 15th, Ian Timney was given a “surprise” party in the Hunters to celebrate
his 50th birthday. His friends presented him with a copy of “The Darkness Beckons”.
Please support Ian at the Working Weekend on March 2nd and 3rd. Photo, Brian Prewer.

Forthcoming Events
M.R.O. Meetings :- Sat 16th Feb at the Hunters, 7-30.  Cave Rescue and the Law.
Sat 20th April, Underground Workshop in G.B. Time to be arranged. All welcome.

Wessex Committee Meetings, 3rd Feb, 10th March, 14th April, 9th June, 14th July, and 1st

Sept 2002

Berger Training Trips, (contact Andy Morse)  16th Feb, Lost Johns, Yorks, based at
Y.S.S Hut.  23rd-24th March, Notts Pot and Rumbling Hole, Yorks, based at Y.S.S. Hut.
Also  1st-4th June. (To be arranged, possibly Yorkshire.)

Penderyn  weekend 3rd to 6th May at W.S.G. cottage. (Open to all, with some Berger
training)

Herault Trip, 26th July to 10th August.                    2002 A.G.M. and Dinner  Sat 19th Oct.


